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Student associations 
oppose subminimum 
wage for employees
By Donna Taylor
staff Writer
A proposed subminimum wage 
for students under 21 and tipped 
employees has California student 
associations up in arms.
On Sept. 11, the Industrial 
Welfare Commission proposed a 
minimum wage of $4 an hour, 
but full-time students under 21 
and tipped employees whose tips 
amount to 60 cents per hour may 
receive just 85 percent of that, or 
$3.40 an hour.
Both the California State Stu­
dent Association (CSU system) 
and the University of California 
Student Association (UC system) 
have taken an official opposing 
position on the IWC proposal.
“ We believe in equal pay for 
equal work,” said Terri Car- 
baugh, CSSA legislative ad­
vocate. “ A subminimum wage is 
discriminatory against students, 
who are trying to pay for their 
education and must constantly 
deal with increasing fees and a 
higher cost of living.”
IWC public information officer 
Richard Stephens said the com­
mission will make its final deci­
sion Dec. 18, and if it passes, it 
could go into effect early next 
year. They are required to hold 
three public hearings prior to the 
December decision, the first of 
which will be tomorrow in Los 
Angeles.
“ If students are active against 
this initiative, we can win this 
issue,” said Carbaugh from 
CSSA h e a d q u a r te r s  in 
Sacramento. “ We are asking 
students to mobilize, to par­
ticipate in the hearings, and to 
write letters to the governor.”
Carbaugh said that the CSSA 
is urging Gov. Deukmejian to 
take a stand on the subminimum 
wage. He recently vetoed a $4.25 
minimum wage proposal, and al­
though the IWC officially sets all 
minimum wage policies as an 
arm of the governor, Deukmejian 
has not voiced his opinion of 
their new proposal.
According to Stephens, the 
IWC proposal to give students 
and tipped employees 15 percent 
less than other workers is 
legitimate.
“ Some segments of the work­
ing population already fall under 
this category,” he said. “ We feel 
it would be appropriate for stu­
dents under 21. However, all tes­
timony we receive at the hear­
ings is valuable, and will be con­
sidered.”
Barry Whelchel, personnel of­
ficer of the Cal Poly Foundation, 
which employs up to 1,000 stu­
dents at one time, said the 
Foundation has discussed main­
taining a normal minimum wage 
even if the subminimum proposal 
passes.
“ The initial indication from A1 
Amaral (Foundation director) is 
that if it is raised to $4, that is 
what we will pay our student 
employees,”  said Whelchel. 
“ Currently, most of them make 
between $3.45 and $3.65 per 
hour. Personally, I am opposed 
to a subminimum wage.”
Whelchel added that Amaral 
gave his indication before the 
downfall of the stock market, 
which “ adversely impacted” 
Foundation finances.
Carbaugh said that the IWC 
executive secretary gave an im­
pression that the commission 
was pretty solid on their pro­
posal, and therefore Carbaugh 
urged student activism. The 
IWC hearing tomorrow will be in 
the Los Angeles City Council 
Chambers at 10 a.m., and the 
remaining two will be held Nov. 
20 in San Francisco and Dec. 4 in 
Sacramento.
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The new lot has helped solve parking woes suffered by students.
New lot eases problems
By Marty Netdeffer
staff Writer
The addition of the new 
632-space parking lot on Via 
Carta, between the Beef 
Pavilion and the Farm Shop, 
last summer has alleviated 
student parking problems, said 
a Public Safety officer.
Leroy Whitmer said his 
department has found no in­
dication that students have 
been unable to park their cars. 
“ Complaints from students 
have been way down this 
year,” said Whitmer. “Our 
own survey showed that there 
are usually always parking 
spaces open during the day.”
W hitmer conducted his 
survey during peak campus 
parking hours — 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. — during the first weeks 
of fall quarter. The survey 
showed at 10 a.m. there were 
more than 750 parking spaces 
available on campus and at 2 
p.m. more than 860 spaces 
were available.
The parking lot, formerly 
used as grazing land by the 
School of Agriculture, is the 
second lot built on agriculture 
land in four years.
The cashier’s office has 
reported that general parking 
permits have not sold out, 
another indicator of the 
availability of parking spaces.
Whitmer added that al­
though there does seem to be 
plenty of student parking, 
there is still a problem of con­
venient parking. The majority 
of the available spaces repre- '
sented in Whitmer’s study 
were in parking lots H-14 and 
H-16, both located near the 
Ornamental Horticulture unit, 
a good walk from the majority 
of campus facilities.
Whitmer also said that al­
though there are many avail­
able spots for students, faculty 
and star'f still find it hard to 
find parking. .Students looking 
for a more convenient spot are 
taking spaces reserved for 
staff members.
“ S tudents looking for 
short-term parking often times 
gamble by parking in staff and 
faculty spots,” said Whitmer. 
“ As a result many faculity 
members can’t find parking 
spaces when they get to work.”
Raku uses combustible materials to give clay pots unusual appearance
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Vince Sartar puta a piece of fired pottery from the kiln Into a bucket of dry material to burn.
The glowing clay pot with 
molten glaze is pulled out of the 
kiln at 1450 degrees and put into 
a bucket with newspaper strips, 
pine needles or other combustible 
material. As the paper bursts in­
to flames from the intense heat, 
it creates unusual colors in the 
and darkens the natural cracks in 
the glaze.
This unusual process is Raku, 
a traditional Japanese clay firing 
method. The purpose of burning 
the pottery is to draw the oxygen 
out of the glaze and clay body. 
This affects the metal oxides in 
the glaze and changes its color. 
The smoke color variations give 
the pottery an unusual look.
This special pottery firing was 
put on by members of the 3-D 
Design club. Members in the club 
can belong to any three-dimen­
sional art medium.
Raku firing is also special 
because it’s done with low fire 
and requires a lot of people to 
prepare it. Most pottery pieces 
are fired in kilns for long periods 
of time at high temperatures. 
Then they are slowly brought
down to temperature inside the 
kiln and removed when the pieces 
are cool.
“ It is believed that the Japa­
nese developed Raku for the tea 
ceremony, that’s why they prize 
(Raku pieces). They’re unique 
with tong marks or broken pot 
pieces — they’re not planned or 
factory made,” said Barbara 
Flynn.
Raku isn’t done on a commer­
cial basis because it’s too time- 
consuming and it doesn’t have 
the standard look of kiln-finished 
pottery.
The Raku process involves 
taking air dried pottery, called 
bisqueware, and firing it once to 
1850 degrees. Wet pottery can’t 
be put into a kiln because it will 
explode.
The first firing prepares the 
pot for the strain from the se­
cond firing. After the initial fir­
ing, the pieces are painted with 
special Raku glazes and fired un­
til the piece is red hot, said Mike 
Reason, president of the 3-D 
Design club. Then the pots are 
taken out of the kiln and set in 
combustible materials. The ef­
fects vary with different materi- 
See RAKU, page 4
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Editorial
Halloween should 
be one big treat
H alloween is a scary time of year. Not because of the little  w itches and goblins w andering  the 
streets or the all-night gore fests in front of a friend’s 
VCR, but because of the small amount of trust we’re 
able to place in our fellow man.
Most Cal Poly students don’t have to fear their child 
out trick-or-treating, praying Johnny will not bite into a 
Snickers that has been tampered with by a poor, lonely 
soul who gets a kick out of razor blades and poison. But 
the fear is analogous to a 19-year-old girl getting pinch­
ed, grabbed and possibly even raped on the streets of 
Isla Vista. There’s something about Halloween that 
lowers 'inhibitions to the point where you can’t be sure 
what’s going to happeti next.
The mystical holiday is a time for taking the utmost 
advantage of the luman instinct to be silly. It is a 
chance to be creative and to exercise fantasies; a time to 
have an honest good time. The trick-or-treat concept is 
supposed to result always in a treat. But there is also a 
voice in everyone that screams to be a little devious. For 
many, Halloween is a chance to let the scream out.
It is possible for everyone to have a good time on Hal­
loween. Throughout all the screaming it takes just a lit­
tle lightbulb of responsibility to designate a driver or 
consider the outcome of our frolicking. The result will be 
a safe holiday, but a memorable and lighthearted one at 
the same time.
Del Playa Is ready as your 
touchie-feelle playground
A pile of Stew
Y es, sir and ma’am, it’s that time of year once again for the test of man and machine. Whoops! That’s the Indy 5000. Well, 1 guess you 
could burn some tire wear onto U.S. Highway 101, 
on the way to Isla Vista.
Isla Vista? But it’s homecoming weekend! We’ll 
have lots of alums in town to cheer on the ol’ 
Polytech! We’ve even got a winning football team!
Well, too bad for the 
athletic department that 
they planned a major 
sporting event smack 
dab on All Hallow’s Eve.
Butcha know, these 
things happen. Never 
plan things on The Big 
Blow-Off Weekend.
For those of you still 
asking, what are you 
talking about, well, pull 
up a futon and I’ll ex­
plain the ins and outs of 
Isla Vista on Halloween 
weekend.
Isla Vista is a small 
seaside town, full of apartments that look like 
Stenner Glen, situated about 10 miles west of San­
ta Barbara proper, in the heart of the lush Goleta 
Valley — and next to UC Santa Barbara. Each and 
every Halloween, 50,000 of your best friends pour 
in from colleges up and down the Golden State to 
basically wreck their bodies, UCSB, and any other 
structures left standing.
Gee, sounds like any weekend, huh? Well, actual­
ly, yes, but these are just the plain and naked facts 
— what everyone at this school does the weekend 
of the 31st, at least according to last November’s 
Santa Barbara News-Press. So, here’s a simple 
travel guide to lead your wretched life down the 
road of ruination.
First, make no plans whatsoever. None of this 
chartered bus garbage. This will enable you and 
your special clique to throw a change of clothes in 
your car at a moment’s notice. And who needs a 
place to crash? There’s always a convenient Del 
Playa curb.
This coincides with where to park your car. Hah! 
Don’t even worry your little head about that. Let 
the I.V. rent-a-cops take care of that for you, since 
they’re closing all streets, according to rumor. 
Don’t worry! Just park in an open field, a loading
zone. It doesn’t matter, they’ll tow it nice and safe 
somewhere and kindly take care of it in your 
absence. The $90 fine you pay is more of a conve­
nience, not a punishment.
UIp! Almost forgot: choosing a costume. Now 
remember, you haven’t done any planning, so put 
together something cheap and plastic. Nothing 
more than a buck and a half. Look like Ollie North
and Lumpy the Clown 
for pennies on the dollar. 
Remember, your wat­
chword is “ cheap.”
Now you’re in town, 
fun fun fun. Wait in line 
for hours to get a terribly 
expensive 12-pack at the 
lo ca l liq u o r  s to re . 
(Remember, if you must 
drink, be prepared to fork 
over acres of cash.) Play 
the touchie-feelie game, 
which basically is “ I’ll 
touch you, you slap me.” 
(Guys, this is your 
chance to prove what
Stewart
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assholes you really are. Girls, this is your chance 
to kick somebody you don’t know squarely where 
he lives.) Walk around aimlessly on Del Playa, 
SB’s answer to Fraternity Row, and lose all your 
friends (and possibly your lunch) in the process.
Which reminds me — if you are, um ... indulging
If you’re Indulging, never 
pass out, because you’ll only 
wake up on the back of a bus 
with a stinging hangover and 
a contraceptive on your nose.
yourself, never pass out, because you’ll only wake 
up on the back of a bus with a stinging hangover 
and a contraceptive on your nose. Something to 
write home to the folks about.
It’s all worth the 90-mile drive, especially if 
everyone you pick up hitchhiking pays through the 
nose for gas. And if you’re still planning to go, just 
one last piece of advice: you really should have left 
early this morning, instead of wasting time reading 
this column. Sorry.
Letters to the editof
Contras need 
help, not Arias
Editor:
Contrary to what Bruce Valde and those 
who attended the Students for Social Re­
sponsibility Candelight Vigil wish to be­
lieve, the Arias Peace Plan and a Contra 
cease-fire will not contribute to real peace. 
The absence of war is the only thing »he 
Arias plan will accomplish.
The present war is not the worst thing 
that could happen; the continued reign of 
the Sandinistas would be worse. The San- 
dinistas have outlawed the opposition’s 
press, they have not conducted free elec­
tions as they promised in 1979, they have 
persecuted the clergy and worshipers, they 
have jailed thousands of political and 
religious opponents, they have forcibly 
relocated thousands of peasants, they 
have destroyed Nicaragua’s economy, and 
they threaten the independence of all Cen­
tral American countries.
The Arias plan demands very little 
change and has no provision for sanctions 
or military action. It also does not provide 
for negotiations with the Nicaraguan peo-
pie until the Contras are disarmed.
As for the popularity of Valde’s peace, a 
Gallup affiliate found that most Costa 
Ricans, Hondurans, Guatemalans and 
Salvadorans (sorry, Nicaraguan people not 
available) hope the Contras win. Two- 
thirds support U.S. aid. These people (80 
percent) see Nicaragua as a threat to their 
security. And far from being unpopular 
and ineffective inside Nicaragua, the Con­
tras are receiving aid not only from the 
U.S., but also from their own people. In 
fact, the Sandinistas have been moving 
many many peasants, most notably the 
Miskito Indians, because they have been 
feeding and housing the Contras. The 
Permanent Commission on Human 
Rights, an independent group, estimates 
the number of peasants moved this year to 
be 160,000. Now that shows real Marx­
ist-Leninist concern for the lower classes.
The fact is that real peace, which must 
include freedom and security, will not be 
the result of the Arias plan. Continued 
support of the Contras, which is favored 
by most Central Americans, is the best 
way to help the region. I hope that most 
students at Cal Poly look to sources other 
than Bob Dylan, John Lennon and bumper 
stickers for wisdom and reasoning.
— Christopher T. Stewart
Use money for 
unity, not war
Editor:
In response to Andy Anderson’s letter 
on Oct. 27, I have two complaints. Ander­
son says this is a progressive university. 
That tells me it’s a new-view university. 
The view he takes is an old view.
The Nicaraguan government was not 
backed by the Soviets until we (CIA) went 
in and created internal havoc in this coun­
try by mining harbors and terrorizing 
villagers. The Sandinistas had to turn 
somewhere for help and thus the Soviet 
Union came into the picture.
Meanwhile the flag goes up in 
Washington. Senators stir. The com­
munist threat signal goes off. The heads of 
the CIA and the multinational corpora­
tions celebrate because the ignorant 
American taxpayer is going to fall for the 
threat again and buy the Contras weapons 
from the very corporations involved in 
creating this instability. Without these 
wars in the Third World the weapons pro­
ducers would not have anyone to sell to.
This sad picture has happened again and
again in Angola, in Southeast Asia, etc. 
This was revealed to me and other stu­
dents and faculty who went to the John 
Stockwell lecture last year. Mr. Stockwell 
was head of the CIA operative in Angola. 
This is also talked about by other CIA 
men who have written books on the sub­
ject. John Stockwell is frightened for the 
entire planet and is risking his well-being 
to lecture around the country.
One last question Mr. Anderson: Do you 
think there are more freedoms under dic­
tatorships? I don’t think so, yet we sup­
port them , Chile, preSandinista 
Nicaragua, Marcos’ Philippines and many 
more.
I would like to add that we need an in­
telligence-gathering organization, but its 
power should be limited to just that — in­
telligence gathering. The fact is, Mr. 
Anderson, the sooner we realize that other 
nations and their systems can work well 
also, the sooner we can have world peace 
and global unity. We need to stop putting 
our money into war and start putting it 
into humanity. We need our political and 
social skills to advance as rapidly as 
technology has advanced before it is too 
late.
— Nathan Schlelfer
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Doe can’t bolt from trouble; 
authorities are trying to help
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A wounded mother deer who 
has been spotted with a bolt stuck in her neck and two 
offspring by her side is being tracked daily by animal 
care officers, who will attempt to remove the projectile.
Officials said the doe was struck with a 20-inch bolt 
fired by a crossbow hunter in the Hollywood Hills, and 
that half of the projectile was stuck in the animal’s neck 
muscle.
“ The animal, for all intents and purposes, is not 
severely injured,’’ said Michael Burns, a district super­
visor for the Los Angeles Department of Animal 
Regulation. “ She appears healthy, she’s eating and she’s 
alert. Our sole concern is to get her out of this nonsense 
that’s happened.’’
The doe’s condition was reported to officials last Fri­
day. Authorities said she doesn’t appear to be in im­
mediate danger, but they fear the bolt could lead to in­
fection.
Nation World
Reagan seeks fast Senate OK S. Korean president approves 
for Ginsburg’s nomination new democratic constitution
“ Judge Ginsburg is a highly regarded member of the 
legal profession,’’ Reagan said in asking for swift Senate 
confirmation of his choice.
Ginsburg, a former Harvard Law School professor and 
head of the Justice Department antitrust division, stood 
at Reagan’s side in the White House East Room while 
his appointment was announced. He has been a colleague 
of Bork’s on the federal circuit court of appeals in 
Washington D.C., for about a year.
In making his selection, Reagan chose the more con­
servative of the two men reported to be finalists for the 
post, thus risking another contentious nomination fight 
with the Democratic-controlled Senate.
Ginsburg, who would be the high court’s only Jewish 
justice, was widely reported to be the choice of Attorney 
General Edwin Meese 111, while the White House staff 
was urging the appointment of federal appeals court 
judge Anthony Kennedy.
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — President Chun Doo- 
hwan on Thursday approved a new constitution designed 
to ensure full democracy. Radical students demanding 
the fall of the government fought with riot police.
After signing the document, Chun warned the opposi­
tion against inciting unrest. The consitution, over­
whelmingly approved by voters last Tuesday, clears the 
way for the country’s first direct presidential election in 
16 years.
“ The administration will continue to sternly and reso­
lutely deal with any and all acts breaching the stability 
and peace of society and damaging the atmosphere for 
free and fair elections,’’ Chun said.
The constitution also provides for other reforms, in­
cluding greater labor and press freedom.
Chun bowed to opposition demands for the reforms 
after weeks of violent street protests last June. The 
constitution makes them legal.
New technology course may become required
By Carolyn Duvall
Staff Writer
A new class studying the way 
people deal with technology and 
change will be offered winter 
quarter and may eventually 
become a required class for 
engineering majors.
The class, psychology 494, will 
be taught by two professors with 
practical experience. Dan Levi 
and Charles Slem were advisers 
to technologists on the human 
aspects of changing technology 
in the workplace.
The course is being evaluated 
by the general education and 
breadth committees to determine 
which requirement area it should
go under. The class will be 
reviewed by the subcommittee 
for area ‘D’ Wednesday, then it 
will be reviewed by the General 
Education Committee. It then 
goes to the Academic Senate.
Debate may arise on which 
area the class belongs under. If 
the class is approved for the 
GE&B requirements, it could fall 
under the ‘D’ social sciences 
area, or the ‘F’ technology area.
“ (The administration) wants it 
under the ‘F’ technology area, 
and I want it under the ‘D’ social 
science area,’’ Levi said. “ We 
don’t think it’s enough like 
horseshoeing and they don’t 
th in k  i t ’s enough  like  
geography.’’
Deciding where a class should 
belong isn’t a new problem. “ The 
introduction of courses, especial­
ly in GE, is a very sensitive area. 
People have a tendency to guard 
their areas,’’ said John Culver, 
subcommittee chairman for area 
‘D’ and political science depart­
ment head. “ Area ‘D’ is often 
looked upon as a dumping area 
for classes that don’t fit in other 
areas,’’ he said.
The length of time needed for 
the class to be approved depends 
on the backlog of classes at 
which the general education 
committee has to look. Culver 
said the information for the 
1988-89 catalog is mostly 
established, so the class may be
listed beginning with the 1990-91 
catalog. Until the class is 
established in the catalog, stu­
dents can’t take the class for 
general education requirement 
credit, only for elective credit. 
Culver said.
The idea for the class started 
with people in industry that 
know about technological 
change. “ You need someone that 
knows how to manage people.’’ 
for implementing the systems, 
said Levi. “ You can’t talk about 
technology without talking about 
people. It’s not the technology 
that matters, it’s what you do 
with it. You can create stress (in 
workers) or make (technology) 
more important,’’ Levi said.
He added it’s rare to see tech­
nological change viewed at the 
interpersonal level. He said 
another course is taught at Old 
Dominion college in Virginia, but 
other schools will usually teach 
co u rses  on values and 
technology.
Basis for the course comes 
from practical applications. “ No 
psychological theories, just 
realistic examples and problems 
with appropriate solutions,’’ said 
Levi.
“ Engineers have to realize iIm 
the design of new pieces ot 
equipment aren’t critical, it’s 
See CLASS, page 4
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B e h in d  e v e ry  successful sk ier 
is a  ski sh op  th a t cares.
Ski Season is aimost here! 
Let Mountain Air's 
ski experts tune and wax 
your skis so you'li 
be ready to conquer 
those
awesome slopes!
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"Actions speak louder than words...Gary has supported the students of Cal Poly since 
1970...he will support us in the tuture." -Stan Van VIeck
"As a tellow Greek he knows and appreciates our problems with housing, finances and a 
desire to be good citizens of San Luis." -Tom Bongi, IFC President
"Gary is someone who will come to us with ideas, not wait for problems to grow., he 
supports a Greek row and has worked for zoning for sororities and fraternities...we 
need his support on the council." -Hope Hayes. President. Panhellenic
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getting them implemented,” said 
Slem. “ People have good ideas, 
but they’re poorly presented,” he 
said, accounting for many peo­
ple’s fears about technology.
Word processors are good ex­
amples of underused technology. 
“ Maybe only 1/100th of the 
features are used, and it’s not 
living up to people’s expectations 
because  of a ro t ten  
presentation,” Slem said.
Robots are another example of 
an often underused technology. 
Levi said if an industry starts 
using robots, there’s a need to 
know how it will change the way 
people will operate. If new 
automation or the robots start 
doing jobs that people didn’t 
mind doing, the system won’t
O pen  
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work. But, if a robot does a job 
that no one wants to do, people 
will usually make sure they know 
how it works to keep it running.
In the automotive industry 
robots are used for spray paint­
ing. The work is dangerous, un­
comfortable and unhealthy, so 
people are glad to be free of those 
jobs.
“ The problem is that people 
d o n ’t communicate across 
disciplines, and college doesn’t 
help,” said Levi. “ Working 
together is what’s important.”
The new class will help stu­
dents design and implement 
programs that are sensitive to 
the needs of people. It will be 
taught experimentally during 
winter quarter, and will be of­
fered as a regular class next year.
From page 1
als because they burn differently. 
After 10 to 15 minutes, the pot­
tery is put in water to create 
more cracks in the glaze called 
crazing. The water also cools the 
pottery faster.
Special glazes and clay are re-
quired for Raku. The sudden 
thermal shock from transferring 
the pottery from the kiln to the 
outside air temperature can 
cause the pottery to crack.
“ The majority of students 
have never done Raku before. 
It’s something special to take
home,” said Joyce Yoshioka, a 
member of the 3-D club.
To sell some of the Raku pot­
tery and other pieces, the club is 
having a sale Dec. 3, 4 and 5 at 
10 a.m. in Dexter 144 and the 
adjacent kiln yard.
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ONE COUPON
University Graphic Systems
Outstanding Employees
Alan DeWeese 
Daniel Casquillo 
Bill Naritomi
» it’
We sincerely thank you for 
your hard work and dedication 
to your department and to 
U.G.S. as a whole.
Congratulations! 
and keep up the 
good work!
College
Seniors
If you don't help, 
who will?
You know that dependency on 
alcohol, cocaine, prescribed medi­
cations and other drugs is destruc­
tive to the health and future of 
the abuser. Many times, family 
members, friends, employers and 
co-workers watch the inevitable 
cycle, hoping somehow it will 
stop.
If you suspect a friend or 
loved one needs help, do more 
than stand by...quite often, the 
abuser is the last to recognize the 
problem. Choose to help. Call us 
at Summit Place. We specialize in
comprehensive, personalized treat- 
ment of chemical dependency 
problems.
We're available 24 hours a 
day for information or advice. 
Take a minute. Call now.
Call 800-323-0075 
or 805-543-5353 ext. 117
\ A \Apii
K o t d ù u te .
A Service Of
.  FRENCH HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENT
1911 JOHNSON AVENUE • SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 93401
How To Succeed Brilliantly.
Meet With A Company 
That Succeeds. Continually.
To thrive in telecommunications and 
information services for 25 years 
a company needs to know 
about leadership and 
success. And we do. 
We're Contel Corpora­
tion. After 700 acquisi­
tions, we're on the leading 
ge of technology. We'd like to 
tell you how we got there. Our large 
telephone network has been one of 
our major successes. As a successful 
leader, we provide innovative ideas, 
technical support in a working en­
vironment where people can excel, 
and a history of one success after an­
other. And it continues to work for 
us. We can offer you Accounting op­
portunities in our Western Region 
Headquarters in Bakersfield and 
Engineering opportunities in our 
Western Division Headquarters in 
Victorville, California. Let us tell you 
more about what success is all about 
. . .  Contel.
If you have a Bachelor's Degree in
Accounting or 
Engineering,
please stop by the Placement Office 
to schedule an appointment for
Thursday, November 5.
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
m /f/h/v.
Telephone
Operations
PEOPLE IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY
Eight-page Arts and Entertainment Magazine for Oct. 30,1987
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o borrow from Charles 
i ^ H  Dickens, writer/director 
V  Bruce Robinson (Academy 
Award nominee for his 
screenplay of “ The Killing 
Fields” ) regards his experiences 
in l%0s Britain as “ the best of 
times and the worst of times.” 
His film “ Withnail and I” cap­
tures this spirit with perhaps 
more emphasis on the worst of 
times.
Touted as a rollicking comedy, 
there is instead a dark thread of 
realism that runs through the 
adventures of the characters 
Withnail and Marwood, por­
trayed with excellence by 
Richard F. Grant and Paul 
McGann. The latter of course is 
the “ I” who narrates the film.
The two are out-of-work actors 
living in disarray and burnt-out 
decadence in London’s Camden 
Town. Sustaining themselves on 
the proverbial diet of booze and 
drugs, they are smack in the 
middle of what Danny, their 
dealer, calls “ a country coming 
down from,, its trip and about to 
witness the biggest hangover the 
world’s ever seen.”
Beneath this, however, is a 
well-developed sense of Withnail 
and Marwood’s physical and
Withnail and I
The dark side o f  the 1960s is portrayed in 
this British com edy at the Rainbow Theatre. 
The film revolves around the decadence o f  
two tight actors struggling in 1969 L ondon.
Richard E. Grant and Paul McGann
emotional suffocation. In a day 
to day existence where, ‘‘even a 
stopped clock gives the right 
time twice a day,” they are, in 
the words of Withnail, “ drifting 
into the arena of the unwell.”
The solution, it seems, is to
take a rejuvinating holiday to 
the English countryside. Faced 
with the dilemma of affording 
such a venture, the two seek out 
W ithnail’s wealthy, eccentric 
Uncle Monty, played with comic 
brilliance by Richard Griffiths.
A V O O D S T O C K 'S
C P IZ Z A
1015 Court St.
(across from Osos St. Subs)
Free Delivery
541-4420
Woodstock's Special
(5 items for the price of 4) 
P L U S
$1.50 Off
one coupon per pizza
2 Free Softdrinks
with any
Woodstock's Pizza 
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
Review by Dawn Opstad
Special to the Daily
Monty agrees to let the two 
unwind at his Chelsea estate but 
upon their hiatus, it seems they 
wreak an equal amount of havoc 
as they did in North London. 
Encounters with the elements, a 
psychotic poacher named Jake
and a wayward bull set the stage 
for more chaos as Uncle Monty 
arrives on the scene.
Smitten by Marwood, Monty’s 
presence creates humorous ten­
sion, fueled by Withnail’s desire 
to play the devil’s advocate.
A telegram addressed to Mar­
wood prompts their return to 
London where they find things 
much the same, if not worse. 
Danny the drug dealer is holed 
up in their apartment for which 
they’ve simultaneously received 
an eviction notice. So much for 
getting away from it all.
But there is a glimmer of hope 
for Marwood. The telegram was 
from his agent regarding an 
audition for a play that he winds 
up getting the lead.
After announcing this in the 
final moments of the film, what 
is left of the friendship between 
Marwood and Withnail has ceas­
ed to exist.
Withnail resents Marwood’s 
opportunity and good fortune 
but he is too encased in hopeless 
desperation to be duly inspired. 
The final portrait of Withnail is 
washed up and pathetic.
The film signifies the end of an 
era: the two being very much the 
children of their time — into the 
Sec WITHNAIL, page 6
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IN  C O N C ER T
FRIDAY, O C T O B ER  30 
8:00RM.
Chum ash A uditorium  
CAL POLY
$5.00/Advance $7.00/at the door
Tickets available at: Cal Poly ticket office. Boo Boo's, 
The Parable, Nelson's, The Bible Depot,
CALL 543-3192 FOR MORE INFORMATIONSponiorrd by NAZARENE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
COME HAUNT CAL POLY
Schedule of Homecoming '87 Events
Fri., Oct. 30 2-4pm: Second Annual Laugh 
Olympics, Womens's Softball Field. See student 
clubs compete in outrageous games, such as the 
trike marathon and food eating contest.
Sat., Oct. 31 Noon-2pm: Alumni BBQ 
(Clock Tower Lawn). Tailgate party.
2pm - Cal Poly Football
Mustangs vs. Portland State 
Mustang Stadium. Come cheer the team 
to victory.
Homecoming '87 brought to 
you by Cal Poly Alumni 
Assoc, and Pace Picante Sauce. T a c t .
P IC A N T E
SAUCE
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Mich«l Tcherevkoff
Located at 
717 Higuera
544-7775
SAN m is  n .m c  o m i ’ana
STUDENT 
SIESTA 
SPECIAL:
Show student I D weekdays 
between 2-5 00 and get 
10% OFF any purchase 
(Not good with another 
offer )
/
S T L D IC  V ID C C
HÁLLÓWEEÑ horrors '
, 0 ^ ; i  /
CHEAP
CHILLS
>
&
THRILTY.
THRILLS
TWO LOCATIONS STORE HOURS
1356 Madonna Rd 793-A Foothill Blvd Sun • Thurs s 9:30am-10pm
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93401 San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 Fri & Sat = 9:30am-11pm
544-3999 543-0707 ‘Coupons not to be used in combination
ANY HORROR 
MOVIE ONLY 99C
STUDIO
VIDEO
COUPON
EXPIRES
11/26/87
RENT A VCR & 
A MOVIE $7.97
STUDIO
VIDEO
COUPON
EXPIRES
11/26/87
Beyond physics, the an of violating space
By Carolyn Duvall, S ta ff Writer
^  is photos evoke surrealistic 
images: the face of a model, 
n if lf ra m e d  by thousands of 
^  ▼ping-pongs descending from 
a distant world; or a computer 
chip with colorful ribbons flow­
ing outward, while cashier’s 
checks are gently pulled by grav­
ity toward the chip and world far 
below.
He has created many covers 
for Omni magazine, and his 
fu tu ris tic , depth-perceptive 
photography with its vibrant 
colors looks more like something 
from an incredible dream instead 
of the photographer’s New York 
studio.
Michel Tcherevkoff is the ar­
tist behind these visions and will 
present his extraordinary work in 
the University Art Gallery in the 
Dexter building Oct. 30 through 
Nov. 6. Tcherevkoff will deliver a 
talk and slide presentation of his 
photography tonight in Ar­
chitecture Building Room 105 at 
7. The lecture will be followed by 
a reception of his work in the 
University Art Gallery at 8:30.
As a com m ercial a r tis t, 
Tcherevkoff has an impressive
client list that includes AT&T, 
G eneral E lectric, General 
Motors, Panasonic, Sony, IBM, 
Proctor and Gamble, Clairol, 
Lancombe and Chanel.
Tcherevkoff was invited to Cal 
Poly by Norm Lerner, associate 
art professor. “ He’s very inven­
tive with color, and uses muliii- 
ple exposures and small scale 
models of real life objects against 
others,’’ said Lerner. “ Some­
times he’ll do-eight exposures on 
one shot. It’s very controlled.’’
His work is best known in two 
areas of advertising illustration 
photography — special effects 
and simple, clean still life pic­
tures created mainly for cosmetic 
company clients. Most of his still 
life assignments rely on in­
novative, strong lighting tech­
niques, Tcherevkoff has said.
His photographs violate all 
normal relationships between 
space and size. When creating an 
advertisement, he starts with the 
fixed element, such as the 
client’s product, and enlarges or 
reduces the remaining elements 
in relation to the main subject.
After planning the position
and size of the elements, he uses 
different techniques to make an 
image. Double exposures, in­
camera masking, oversize and 
undersize three-dim ensional 
models are among the processes 
he uses.
Tcherevkoff has said his 
photographic approach “ de­
mands clear answers from clients 
to two vital questions, ‘What do 
you want to say?’ and ‘Who is 
your audience?’ The answers 
define the final image.’’
Tcherevkoff jokingly said in a 
phone interview that he gets his 
ideas in the shower with the 
water at 102 degrees. But, more 
seriously, he said, “ The brain 
works like a computer, and 
everyone has their own program.
. It just depends what you put in, 
and the answers come out dif­
ferently. I have many bends — 
You know how people are ‘bent 
in the head?!’ — and they come 
out in different ways. Inspiration 
comes from need.
“ 1 am a commercial artist. 1 
don’t claim to be a fine artist. 
Images have to do a certain job.
See PHOTOS, page 7
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By James Welch Staff Writer
ave you ever bought an album by The Mem­
branes? What about New Model Army or the U.K.
Subs? Chances are you haven’t. 
These names are just a few of the many Euro pean 
recording artists whose music is becoming increas­
ingly difficult to find in the United States. Musicians, 
publishing companies, importers, distributors, retailers 
and fans are all affected by a political and ecomonic
problem facing import music. 
The major setback for the industry is due to copyright 
laws and royalties. In 1983 JEM records, a record 
distributer based in New York, imported into this coun­
try a Frank Sinatra compilation album with a version of 
“ Ole’ Man River’’ that was not available in the United 
States. Even though they had prior consent from 
Warner Electra Atlantic, the London-based subsidiary of 
-Warner Brothers Records, a court hearing on March 26 
of that year determined that they had violated a Harms 
Music (the publishers) copyright by importing the product. 
This case may not have seemed like a problem to in­
dependent British record companies at the time, but a 
major precedent had been set. In a recent Variety 
magazine story, Edward Murphy, president of the Na­
tional Music Publishers Association and chief executive 
of the Harry Fox Agency, said that publishers will now 
be able to take steps to enforce their right to prevent 
importation of records containing their songs if the 
importer has failed to receive prior authority. 
“ What this effectively means is that all ‘oldies’ collec­
tions and all cover versions are immediately suspect,’’ 
writes Peter Wright of The Catalogue magazine. “ Addi­
tionally, any indie (independent) band or writer signed to 
a worldwide deal with a major publisher, but without a 
U.S. record deal, could see those imports which are so 
important to building a base of U.S. licensing effectively 
barred from entering this country.’’ 
The decision also affects what is called mechanical 
licensing. Mechanical licensing requires a fee to be paid 
to the publisher for the right to use a song. Prior to this 
case mechanical licensing fees were normally paid only in 
the country of the song’s origin. However, the court 
deemed that just because the mechanical royalties may 
have been paid in the country of origin is no guarantee
that they were and also that such royalties must also be 
paid in the country of sale.
What this means, unfortunately, is that some U.S. in­
dependent distributors are going to stray from imports 
and focus their attention more heavily on domestic in­
dependent labels, making acquisition of imports more 
difficult. For some of the smaller distributors, who de­
pend on cash flow from both domestic and foreign labels, 
this could force them out of business. Many U.S. im­
porters have become bystanders watching their import 
businesses drift into nonexistence.
“ The fee is around $5 a song for import records,’’ said 
Bob O’Brien, owner of the soon to open Big Music record 
store in San Luis Obispo. “ This is quite significant in 
that it makes an import record about $11 to $14, which 
is quite an increase over domestics.
“ It’s kind of overblown because imports represent 
such a small part of the consumer market. Nationally it’s 
only about 25 percent. They are only going to be about 
10-15 percent of my business.’’
“ Even though imports are becoming increasingly dif­
ficult to find, the number of them coming into this coun­
try is still far greater than it was 10 years ago,’’ said 
“ killer B,’’ a disc jockey for KCPR radio station. “ The 
problem seems to be that they cost so much and that the 
new bands are not being represented. A lot of new bands 
are just now getting recognized.
“ Just because an album is released in Europe doesn’t 
necessarily mean that it will be released in the United 
States. Unless it’s a major production label in Europe, 
you probably won’t get it here. It’s just not economical 
for small production studios to try and import records. A 
lot of these companies are run by maybe three people 
and there is just too much work to be done.’’
For distributors, import sales have declined from being 
75 to 80 percent of their business two years ago, to being 
10 to 15 percent today. This is due not only to the court 
precedents but also because of the unfavorable currency 
exchange rate and the réintroduction of customs duties 
on imported recorded material by the Reagan ad­
ministration.
“ The United States and Britain are fighting cocks 
right now,’’ said “ Killer B.’’ “ They’re throwing eggs at 
each other and they’re being very childish.’’
The problem is also compounded by the fact that 
retailers are afraid to buy imports, said O’Brien. “ As a 
retailer I get hurt because distributors set down restric-
See IMPORTS, page 7
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Sting
...Nothing Like the Sun 
A&M Records
Don’t be fooled by “ We’ll Be Together,’’ 
the first single from Sting’s second solo 
album Nothing Like the Sun; he hasn’t 
become a mindless funkster yet.
Sure, “ We’ll Be Together’’ is a big disap­
pointment at first listening, but mysteriously 
it does grow on the listener. And besides, it’s 
sort of a third chapter to the possesive
Love and Rockets
Earth, Sun, Moon 
Bigtime/RCA Records
Stiii}^
Depeche Mode
Music For the Masses 
Mute/Sire Records
Depeche Mode’s Music For the Masses, is 
just that without losing the common themes 
of blasphemy, sado-masochism and love. 
They have sacrificed some of their upbeat 
sound for a less danceable one, but their 
latest release is still enjoyable.
Irreverant themes are represented in 
“ Nothing,” which says, “ I’m not trying to
“ Every Breath You Take,” from The Police’s 
Synchronicity and Sting’s self-proclaimed 
antidote “ If You Love Somebody (Set Them 
Free)” from Dream o f the Blue Turtles. “ We’ll 
Be Together” appears to be Sting excited 
about his love’s decision to remain with him. 
The song ends with Sting singing lines from 
“ Set Them Free.”
We can peek at Sting’s personal life in 
“ Secret Marriage,” when he sings of a mar­
riage vow never spoken, but “ The secret 
marriage never can be broken.” It’s a very 
touching tribute to his girlfriend Trudie, who 
is seen in the video for “ We’ll Be Together.”
Sting told Los Angeles Times critic Robert 
Hilburn, “ If there is one pervasive kind of 
image in the lyrics, it’s of women, and par­
ticularly of my mother who was dying during 
this whole period.”
Brandford Marsalis on saxophone and 
Kenny Kirkland on keyboards remain from
See STING, paged
Earth, Sun, Moon, the third album from 
ex-Bauhaus members Love and Rockets 
marks a departure from their earlier expan­
sive sound to a primarily acoustic one. Gone 
is the mysticism of earlier songs such as 
“ Kundalini Express,” with its references to 
higher planes and “ Yin and Yang (the 
Flowerpot Man.)”
Earth, Sun, Moon’s music is fairly simple 
with hardly a drum on side two, and guitarist 
Daniel Ash and bassist David J have penned 
songs with basic themes. Common themes 
include such natural things as rain, light and 
of course earth, sun and moon. Love and 
Rockets continue their questioning of things 
holy that started on their first album Seventh 
Dream o f Teenage Heaven and show up on 
the new album in songs like “ Everybody 
Wants To Go To Heaven.”
On this album Love and Rockets reach 
back to earlier artists like the Beatles. 
“ Rainbird” sounds like “ Blackbird” from the 
White Album and “The Telephone is Empty” 
recalls “ Tomorrow Never Knows” from 
Revolver. But it doesn’t end there. The sax­
ophone in “ Waiting for the Flood” is 
reminiscent of early David Bowie and the 
shuffle “ Lazy” smacks of T-Rex.
One explanation for the simplified sound is 
the departure of producer John A. Rivers.
tell you anything you didn’t know ... God is 
saying nothing.”
Master and servant themes are present in 
“ Strangelove” and “ Behind the Wheel.” 
They address the topic of love in “ Sacred” 
and “ I Want You Now.” Lyricist Martin 
Gore writes, “ I am a missionary ... trying to 
sell The story of love’s eternal glory.” And if 
this weren’t enough there is a chant called 
“ Pimpf.”
Overall, the band has downplayed its 
trademark techno-sound for a smoother fee! 
which may bring it more success.
Reviews by Monica Fiscalini, Eric Kayser
Special to the Daily
R j w e r  t o o l s  f o r
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The TI-74 offers BASIC fyrogramming 
with a 113 BASIC keyword set. There's 8K Ctmstant 
Memory and suhnmtine capability for advarued programming flexibility.
The TI-95 offers powerful 7200-step keystroke
programming and features our exclusive I3>wer Windou's,"' sjvhu h provide 
easy access to the functions and flexible file mana#>ement system.
T l programmable calculators 
have all the right functions and 
enough extra features to satisfy 
your thirst for power.
To all you scierKe aiid engineering 
majors unsatisfied with mere calculators,
IS
n a in uiu- i  
Tl has gtxxJ news. Your power tixils are
here. The TI-95 PR(D(^1jC ’ 
keystroke programmable and the Tl-74 
BASICALC’^“ is BASIC language 
programmable. Each has a full range of 
scientific, mathematical and statistical 
functions, and plenty of power extras.
Both have optional equipment such 
as Solid State Software^" mtxlules,
including math, statistics and 
chemical engineering, and a mcxlule 
with an additional 8K Cbnstant 
Memory. Additional power accessories 
include a separate portable printer and 
cassette interface.
So if you’re into power, look for the 
display in your Ixxilcstore for a demon­
stration of cxir power tools. They build 
such a strong case for themselves, 
our competition doesn’t know what 
to make of them.
.  T e x a s ' ^  
I n s t r u m e n t s
© 1987 Tl. "Trademark of Texas Irvstniment-s ItKor|X)rateil
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Canned laughs gone with T V ’s latest dramedys
Review by Colin Campbell
Special to the Dally
A 4 dawn of the new
television season, there is 
usually the accompanying 
slew of poor programming. This 
season, however, is noted for 
something else as well — a new 
type of show.
Yes, folks, the dramedy is 
among us, and it looks as though 
it’s here to stay.
A dramedy? Sure, you know. 
Drama and comedy together — 
like the groundbreaker in the 
field. The Days and Nights o f
Molly Dodd. Last spring, that 
show took an approach seldom 
seen in the fast-paced, laugh-a- 
minute world of big-time televi­
sion. A comedy without a laugh 
track. And it worked.
Molly Dodd’s success inspired 
Hollywood to give it a try this 
fall. So now, ABC gives us its 
entries in the race for your 
dramedy viewing time.
Hooperman (Channels 3/7 
Wednesdays at 9:(X)) stars John 
Ritter as San Francisco Police 
Department Detective Harry 
Hooperman (his first name is 
hardly ever used; everyone just
yells at him, “ Hooperman! Get 
over here!’’). He’s a cop/landlord 
with a difference — he cares.
A good clue here is that the 
show was cocreated by Steven 
Bochco and Terry Louise Fisher, 
the pair that brought us Hill 
Street Blues and L.A. Law. They 
have a knack for being funny 
without hitting you over the 
head. Here, they give us an equal 
balance of the two delicate ele­
ments of dramedy.
Once you get over that Ritter 
is so familiar as Jack Tripper of 
Three's Company, you can ap­
preciate how he handles his role
of the laid-back, saxaphone play­
ing Hooperman. Who else could 
counsel a psychic who lost her 
powers, “ Didn’t we just have the 
Harmonic Convergence?’’ Not 
Crockett and Tubbs.
The show is as light and breezy 
as its Mike Post jazz theme. 
With a strong supporting cast to 
play off of, Ritter shines. Debrah 
Farentino is Susan, comanager of 
the apartment building and 
serves as somewhat of a steady 
romantic interest for Hooper­
man. She is immediately likeable, 
and when she sits down to plot 
the adventures of her fictional
Win a F R E E  IBM PS/2
See The Computer Fair TODAY 
ONLY! at the University Union
The New IBM  
Personal System/2 
is here, at Cal Poly!
Great Deals on the IBM PS/2 NOW! 
Available Only to Students,
Faculty and Staff.
Visit the El Corral/^^ 
Bookstore.
756-5309
WIN
a
F R E E
I B M  P S / 2 !
Enter the drawing at the 
Computer Fair, TODAY ONLY! 
Drawing at 12:30pm in University Union.
Cal Poly Students only.
El Gorra! Bookstore
IBM is a registered tradmark and Personal System /2 is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation
detective Johnny Big, you know 
who she has in mind.
Other characters you would 
expect to find on a cop show 
have been given new twists. 
Would Dragnet have worked if 
Joe Friday’s boss had been a 
woman with marital troubles? 
Hooperman’s Captain Stern 
(Barbara Bosson) fits into the 
show perfectly.
The only program that could 
go after this is ABC’s other 
dramedy. The "Slap” Maxwell 
Story (Channels 3/7 Wednesdays 
at 9:30). Dabney Coleman is Slap 
Maxwell, a newspaper sport- 
swriter always on the verge of 
losing his job, or worse, getting 
assigned to cover features.
Make no doubt about it, this 
show is Coleman’s. When the 
opening credits roll and his is the 
only actor’s name listed, you get 
the idea. As a matter of fact, the 
opening credits tell you a lot 
about this show. A murky 
newsroom late at night, lots of 
cigars, manual typewriter at the 
ready — you get the idea that 
neither Coleman nor Maxwell 
would be caught dead at a word 
processor.
I guess that’s one of the 
show’s biggest issues — where 
does the line between Coleman 
and his character fall? Is Col­
eman acting or just being 
himself?
Well, who cares? This is Col­
eman at his non-stop best.
He brings back a dead man us­
ing CPR — “ I kissed the lips of 
death. Not my favorite date.’’ 
His wife comes in and wants a 
divorce — “ But why do you want 
a divorce after 25 years?’’
“ Because we haven’t lived 
together for 15,’’ she replies, 
sending Slap back to his motel 
home to drown his sorrows in his 
poor trombone playing.
Each of those lines would pro­
bably get a pretty good reaction 
from a studio audience, and there 
would be the obligitory 7-10 se­
cond pause. But in "Slap” there 
is no such wait, and hardly time 
to catch your breath before 
something else funny comes 
along. The humor is low key, let­
ting you appreciate what is being 
said, the delicious moments 
yours to savor.
Both of these shows have to be 
called experimental. But I think 
both also have to be called a suc­
cess. With Hooperman and The 
"Slap” Maxwell Story, ABC has 
proven that comedy doesn’t need 
a laugh track to be funny.
WITHNAIL «ipt
From page 2
culture of youth, booze and drugs 
and music that is vintage now 
but was revolutionary then. But 
Marwood has the ability to let go 
of sentimentality and move on.
This offers the film its only ev­
ident optimism. Although the 
dialogue is clever, the overall 
tone is bleak, grey. Humorous 
moments, of which there are 
many, are surrounded by the 
prevailing sense of decline.
STING
From page 5
the first album with Sting retur­
ning to playing the bass, as he 
did with The Police. Various 
guest artists include Andy 
Summers, Gil Evans’ Orchestra 
and Eric Clapton.
Some critics went overboard 
pairing Sting with jazz on Dream 
o f the Blue Turtles, but on 
Nothing Like the Sun, he really 
has incorporated jazz into his 
music. If only Branford Marsalis 
would throw down his soprano 
saxophone for the gutsier tenor.
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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PH O TO S
From page 3
You create a need for an image 
that expresses a point of view, 
either the client’s or your own.”
The time it takes to create a 
photo varies, ‘‘I don’t work on 
the same image constantly, it’s a 
very evolving process,” he said.
Tcherevkoff said he translates 
ideas to make images so someone 
gets interested in the product the
client is selling. “ If you create 
the best photo in the world, but 
it doesn’t sell the product, then it 
is a failure,” he said.
Tcherevkoff came to the Unit­
ed States in 1968 from Paris and 
became involved in photography, 
he says for no reason in par­
ticular. He’s never been a stu­
dent of photography, and spends 
more time looking at illustrator’s
work because they have no 
technical limitations.
He studied law while in Paris. 
“ I love the drama and logic of 
law. I love the drama and logic of 
photography,” he said.
Tcherevkoff emphasised that 
his exhibit and speech is not a 
how-to or an explaination of his 
photo tricks. It will be “ the why 
rather than the how,” he said.
IM PO RTS
From page 4
tions on how I can buy and sell 
r e c o r d s .”  U su a lly , when 
a retailer doesn’t sell all of his 
stock of a certain album, he is 
able to retu rn  it to the 
distributor. During this import 
scare, however, distributors get 
rid of their imports and then take 
them off of their inventory lists 
because they don’t want to see 
them coming back.
One new d ev e lo p m e n t, 
however, indicates that there 
may soon be a turn around. Im­
port distributors such as REC- 
TRAK, a domestic company, are 
m aking deals with record 
publishers in order to lower the 
mechanical licensing rates. The 
average price is beginning to dip 
down near $2 per song which will 
reduce the price of the album.
O’Brien is hoping that Big 
Music will be a good source for 
alternative music in this town. 
Scheduled to open on Nov. 1, he 
is anticipating a good stock of 
import records. “One good thing 
about imports is that they are a 
creative aspect of record stores,” 
he said. “ After all, the whole 
reason for living is to have new 
and exciting music.”
nUCKMTREAT
This is a tnck It’s a styrofood b u r^ . Gve it 
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This is a treat A fresh delicious Subway Sub 
available in jQ  wonderful flavors. Give this to 
someone you love.
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9  Electrolysis
Perm anent 
Hair Removal
'SERVING SLO COUNTY SINCE 1959
ENHANCE YOUR APPEARANCE 
SAFELY & PERMANENTLY
We use a medically approved blend for the 
permanent removal of unwanted hair for 
both men and women. If you have this pro­
blem, we invite your enquiry.
fr e e  c o n s u l  ta t io n s .
Tammy Forsyth R E.
3 LOCATIONS
SAN LUIS 
544-7771 
ATASCADERO 
466-4953
PASO ROBLES
238-4609
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(Political Advertisement)
A c c o r d in g  t o
CITY COUNCIL CANDIDATE 
ROBERT ANAWATY...
”... a few P u s h y  p e o p l e
FORGOT THIS IS A COLLEGE 
TOWN-THEY HAVE FORGOTTEN 
ABOUT YOU UNTIL THEY WANT 
TO COMPLAIN."
ADAMANT
A B O U T
ANAW ATY
FOR CITY COUNCIL
NOV.3
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Robert Anawaty.
979 Pismo St.. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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Have you been looking for us?
Are you interested in professional 
training towards a successful 
career? Are you a model/actor
seeking professional 
representation? Start today by 
calling us at 544-4500.
»íj.vMí.r.:
>WHY RENT YOUR COSTUME??
for the same money or LESS, you could have an outfit from
CENTRAL COAST SURPLUS
that you could wear again 
& again...
• Safari Outfits
• Camouflage Gear
• Flight Jackets
• Sailor Shirts
• And Accessories Galore!
341 Higuera 
'  541-8006
Mon-Fri
Sat 10-5pm
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Come Back To The Five & Dime, Jimmy 
Dean, a nostalgic look at a Jimmy Dean fan 
club in Texas 20 years after his death, opens 
tonight for the San Luis Obispo Little 
Theatre. This production will run through 
Oct. 10 at the Hilltop Theatre (San Luis Jr. 
High). For ticket information call 543-3737.
Charley’s Aunt, the popular farce that 
revolves around the pranks pulled by a group 
of Oxford college students who need a 
chaperone, begins Wednesday Oct. 21 as part 
of the PCPA Theatrefest winter season. The 
play will be held in the Interim Theatre at 
Allan Hancock College in Santa Maria and 
runs through Nov. 15. For ticket information 
call 800-221-9469 or 922-8313.
The Great American Melodrama employees 
are the latest victims of Alias Jack The Rip­
per, playing Wednesday through Sunday 
evenings until Nov. 15. Also featured on the 
bill is The Scary Monster Vaudeville. For 
showtimes and reservations of the company’s 
special 100th production call 489-2499. “
The Good the Rad and the Gnarly
The Hidden — Sounds spooky, but who 
knows because any mention about this new 
movie has been kept out of place like a wet 
sock in a hamper. Festival Cinemas.
La Bamba — Luckily the music of Ritchie 
Valens (whom the movie’s about) was never 
as overplayed as the title song. Bay Theatre.
Like Father Like Son — Dudley Moore’s 
latest where father and son switch bodies. 
Festival Cinemas and Mission Theater.
The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum — This 
film by Volker Schlondorff is this week’s 
feature for the ongoing German New Wave 
Cinema series. This film will play Monday at 
7 p.m. at Chumash Auditorium. Advance 
tickets are still available.
Nightflyers — “ Where they’re headed isn’t 
the mystery. What’s taking them there- is.’’ 
Sounds like a bad trip. Festival Cinemas.
Princess Bride — Rob Reiner’s latest com­
edy spoofing fairy tales. Festival Cinemas.
Prince of Darkness — This new movie by 
John Carpenter just doesn’t supply enough 
gut-wrenching thrills. Festival Cinemas and 
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Sicilian — Action and old-fashioned family 
values in this movie. Festival Cinemas.
It’s been said that people who 
have wild lives have passive 
dreams. Well, in The Good 
the Rad and the Gnarly this 
adage fails like an amateur 
attempting a vertical double 
extension flip off the cornice. 
This movie will be shown 
Nov. 5 at 7 and 9 p.m. at 
Chumash Auditorium. Tick­
ets are $4 advance, $4.50 at 
the door.
Someone To Watch Over Me — A story of 
a cop with a moral dilemma. Festival.
Stakeout — The hilarious duo of Richard 
Dreyfus and Emilio Estevez peep, poke and 
actually manage to solve a crime in the end. 
Fair Oaks Theatre.
Surrender — This romantic comedy stars 
Michael Caine and Sally Fields. Festival.
Suspect — Cher’s latest thriller with a real 
jagged edge. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Withnail and I — A British comedy that 
shows the darker side of the 1960s. See 
review in this edition. Rainbow Theatre.
Baby Boom — Diane Keaton’s latest movie 
is a sophisticated look at the joys of 
motherhood that turns out to be an unex­
pected comedy. Freemont Theatre.
Dancers — A ballet movie starring none 
[other than Mikhail Baryshnikov. After all, he 
is the only ballet-type person anyone knows 
the name of, isn’t he? Festival Cinemas.
Dirty Dancing — Jennifer Grey is a marvel 
and Patrick Swayze makes a good hunk. No 
ballet moves in this movie. Festival Cinemas.
Fatal Attraction — The story of a crush 
[come true and all the lurid consequences 
continues to thrill audiences. Festival 
Cinemas and Mission Cinema.
Fatal Beauty — Whoopi Goldberg finds 
that life on the street as an undercover pro­
stitute isn’t all bedknobs and broomsticks. 
Festival Cinemas.
Hail Hail Rock and Roll — This movie 
starring Chuck Berry is one that my dad will 
definitely enjoy. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
The Darkroom is once again the place for 
live music this weekend. Tonight, Fryar 
Duck will play. Tomorrow night, Al Millan 
and the Robots will hit the stage. On Monday 
Nov. 2, Island recording artists the 77’s will 
play two shows at the Darkroom. An all age 
show will begin at 8 p.m. with the over 21 
show starting at 10 p.m. For more informa­
tion of times and cover charges call 543-5131.
San Luis Jazz will play this weekend at 
Brubecks. Music starts at 9 tonight and 
tomorrow night with a $1 cover charge.
The Shenandoah will feature Run For 
Cover this weekend. Tonight music starts at 
9:30 with a $1 cover charge.
The Cafe Society presents SLO Co. Revue 
featuring Celtic Duo at the campus Sandwich 
Plant Tuesday Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. The duo will 
play music on the hammer dulcimer, guitar 
and banjo. Admission is $1.
Live mandolin music by Barry Kaufman 
will be featured tomorrow night from 7 to 9 
at Naccasha Restaurant.
poly plant 
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FALL SPECIALS!!
Happy Hour Sale this Friday, Oct. 30 from
4-6pm
and this Sat., Oct. 31, from 9am - 4pm. 
Featuring Halloween Bud Vases AND a
"2 for 1 "
Sale on Dried Flower Packs, Cut Roses, 
and selected 1-Gallon landscape plants. 
Also, a great selection of Fall Color 
Pumpkins & Gourds,
Fall Floral Arrangements and 
Homecoming Pins.
Contemporary Professional Photography is
the name of the exhibit featuring New York 
photographer Michel Tcherevkoff at the 
University Art Gallery in the Dexter Build­
ing. Tcherevkoff will present a lecture 
tonight at 7 in Architecture Room 105. An 
opening reception in the gallery will im­
mediately follow. The exhibition will run 
through Dec. 6. For more information call 
756-1571. See story in this edition.
An exhibit titled Face 2 Face at the U.U. 
Galerie features photographs from Marta 
Peluso and Mary Fullwood.
Camera Art from the Central Coast — A 
Selection, will feature an ecclectic mix of 
styles, focusing on the work of six regional 
photographers at ARTernatives. The exhibit 
begins Oct. 31. A reception for the 
photographers will be held on Sunday Nov. 1 
at the gallery between 2 and 4 p.m.
cte.
The Release will perform at a Halloween 
costume dance at Chumash Auditorium 
tomorrow night. The event will begin at 9 
with a best-costume contest scheduled at 
midnight. Tickets are $5 in advance, $6.50 at 
the door, and can be purchased at Boo Boo 
records or in front of the Burger Bar on 
campus.
The Super Screamer Horrorthon featuring 
5 — count them — horror classics will play 
Halloween night from dusk (5 p.m.) to dawn 
at the Central Coast Theatre in Pismo Beach. 
Movies listed are Demons, Trick or Treat, 
Halloween, Texas Chainsaw Massacre and 
Night of the Living Dead. Gut-wrenching, 
thrill seekers are invited to drop in or out 
anytime during the night.
Listener-supported KCBX-FM 90 will 
begin its biannual on-air drive today. 
KCBX’s twice-yearly Pledge Drive includes a 
Halloween party tomorrow evening where a 
dramatization of Edgar Allen Poe’s The 
Black Cal will be presented at 6 p.m. For 
more information on Pledge' Drive call 544- 
KCBX.
Maloney’s Gym is having its seventh an­
nual Halloween Party featuring live music by 
F/X and a no-host bar by Champions. Music 
starts at 9 p.m. with a $3 cover charge. For 
more information call 541-5180.
The Shenandoah is having a costume con­
test to complement the music of Run For 
Cover Saturday night. There will be a $3 
cover charge for the festivities that begin at 
9:30 p.m.
The Graduate will be having a Costume 
Parly, featuring a contest party with a big 
first prize planned. There will be different 
drink specials every hour. Cover charge is $5.
Gerry Bednob (The Turban Cowboy), will 
create laughs at Wm. Randolphs this 
weekend. There will be two shows at 8 and 10 
p.m. Tickets are $6, but on Halloween ad­
mission will be half-price for those in 
costume.
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar 
must be received by 5 p.m. Wednesday for  
consideration for Friday publication. Send in­
formation to Spotlight Editor, Mustang Dai­
ly, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA. 93407.
W ORK  
WITH THE 
BEST.
Be a computer scientist and 
officer in the Air Force. The Air 
Force is forging new frontiers 
in computer technology. If 
you hove a Computer Science 
degree, you may qualify to 
work with the best and receive 
all the outstanding advantages 
and opportunities the Air Force 
offers. Call
805-543-0700 COLLECT
j y R . i
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Win over Portland crucial 
for Poly’s playoff hopes
Allen Survla Is the Mustangs’ leadli)g rusher with 603 yards. DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally
Poly shuts out another opponent
Mustangs stay in first place with 2-0 triumph over Toros
CARSON — The Cal Poly soc­
cer team gave its quest for a con­
ference title and NCAA playoff 
berth a tremendous boost Wed­
nesday by defeating Cal State 
Dominguez Hills, 2-0.
The v ic to ry  ra ise d  the 
Mustangs’ record to 9-3-2 overall 
and 6-0-1 in the California Col­
legiate Athletic Association. Cal 
Poly remains tied with Cal State 
Northridge for the conference 
lead. The teams, which tied in 
their first meeting earlier this 
month, have a rematch next
Wednesday.
Cat Poly and Dominguez Hills 
played to a scoreless first half. 
Thirty minutes into the second
SOCCER
half, Pat Dwyer lofted a free kick 
from 35 yards out. Jeff Reisdorf 
headed the pass into the net to 
give the Mustangs the lead.
Ten minutes later, Dan Tobias 
nailed another free kick, this one 
from 40 yards out. Dwyer 
blasted the ball from 15 yards
out to give the Mustangs an in­
surance point.
The game marked the sixth 
time in the last eight games the 
Mustangs have shut out their 
opponent.
“ It’s a remarkable statistic,’’ 
said head coach Wolfgang Gart­
ner. “The defense is simply fabu­
lous at the moment. Overall, it 
was an exceptional team perfor­
mance.’’
Cal Poly will be at Cal Poly 
Pomona Saturday for a match 
against the Broncos.
I  h e  U o r M  I  . » i i u n i sDARKROOM
10/30 Fryer Duck 
10/31 AlMillan8( 
The Robots
Bring this coupon for a free poster
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HAIRCUTTING:
$ 1 2 SPECIAL
Susan Barrett has ten years ex­
perience and guarantees her 
work. So take a moment and 
make an appointment today with 
Susan: 544-1174 
Good thru December
COTTONWOOD
1
I
I
I
I
3rd Annual 
Bud Ugh 
Fright Nig ht
• Costume Contest with over $400
in Cash and other prizes awarded.
• Winners announced at 10 PM; 
must be present to win.
• Food and drink specials and scarey 
movies on video all night long!
B  Saturday, October 31st
San Luis Obispo 
1005 Monterey Street 
541-5999
By Joe Packard
Special to the Dally
The Cal Poly football team 
plays a big, big game when it 
faces fourth-ranked Portland 
State in a Homecoming contest 
Saturday afternoon.
Last weekend’s Western Foot-
FOOTBALL
bal l  C o n f e r e n c e  loss to 
Sacramento State, which ended 
Cat Poly’s winning streak at six 
games, means the Mustangs 
probably cannot lose again if 
they are to stay a contender for 
the league crown and a spot in 
the NCAA playoffs.
Portland (6-1-1) figures to give 
the Mustangs their stiffest test 
of the season. The Vikings are 
3-0 in the WFC, sharing the con­
ference lead with Santa Clara. 
Cal Poly head coach Lyle Seten- 
cich feels his team must play an 
outstanding game and be for­
tunate to emerge victorious.
“ We are going to have to play 
field-position football and not 
give them anything easy,’’ he 
said. “ We have to make a couple 
of big plays and get a couple of
breaks.’’
The Mustangs will be bouyed 
by the return of a few players 
recovered from injuries. Running 
back Todd Henderson, defensive 
linemen Rich Schoenberger and 
Steve Habermehl and cornerback 
Edward Gerard should all see ac­
tion.
After getting blown out last 
year in Portland, 66-7, Cal Poly 
would like to make a good show­
ing and partly atone for last 
season’s black hole.
“ Last year’s game up there 
was like a nightmare,” said 
defensive end Tom Carey. “ I’m 
See MUSTANGS, page«
HOMECOMING ’87
4 Portland State
V S .
14 Cal Poly
2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 31 
Mustang Stadium
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
GERMAN, JAPANESE, DOMESTIC 
Cars and Trucks 
We're open
Monday Through Friday 
7:30 am - 6:00 pm 
est. 1972
12 Higuera 544-8177
SANDS LIQUOR & DELI 
M ustang Player of the Week 
Sacramento 21 Cal Polv 13
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Herb Smith 
Offensive
John Vincent 
Defensive
Terrill Brown 
Special Teams
m
SANDS
1 i (j u () r(¿<id c I i
1930 A Monterev St. 549-(S101
In front of Sands Motel & next to \Vm. Randolph's
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TEAM  
CONVENTION
AU COLORS
White with Red, Biack or Blue trim. 
Full-grain leather upper. Stability 
straps for added ankle ft forefoot 
protection. Sold in '86 for $48
BASKETBALL
CONVIRSI 
STAim CH  
SlMB ft
PONY
MVP
W hite w ith  
Orange or 
Purpie 
trim
YOUR CHOICE 1 9 9 9 A PAIR
A  PAIR
W OM EN'S H IK IN G
^ / V r r LA DYLITE
Ourabie 
nyion and 
leather 
upper
W OM EN'S AEROBIC & COURT
HrTFC LADY 
^REFLEX
High
■LLBSSE
LADY
■MIRALO
BLACK 
ONLY
PRINCI LADY 
CLASSIC
FuN-graln 
leather 
upper
PUMA LADY 
A IR IA L
soft 
leather 
aerobic 
shoe
YOUR CHOICE 1 9 9 9 A PAIR
YOUR CHOICE
1 0 9 9
H  A PAIR
M EN'S COURT & FITNESS
PUMA KDCS
sold in 
86 for 
$42
1 Q 9 9
■  M ^ A  PAIR
NKW BALANCE 
CYCLING SHORTS
PRINCI SPICTRUM
FuN-graln 
leather 
upper
1 Q 9 9
■  N ^ A  PAIR
TIGER MERIDIAN
FuN-graln 
leather 
upper
9 Q 9 9
■  N ^ A  PAIR
TIGRR AMADRUS 
LOW
Sizes: 8-IOV1 
sold In 
‘85 fo r 
$S9
ATHLETIC APPAREL
1 9 9 9
NEW BALANCE 
LYCRA 
TIGHTS
sold in 
Spring 
'87 fo r
$S2
1 9 9 9
SPECIAL CROUP 
POLY- 
PRO 
LYCRA 
TIGHTS
2 4 9 9
1 Q 9 9
■  R V A PA IR
SPECIAL CROUP 
POLY- 
PRO 
LYCRA 
CYCLING
2 9 9 9
PRECOR
S12
Precision
Rower
^ fw  24S.SS
1 9 9 9 9
EXERCISE EO UIPM ENT
SPECIAL CROUP PACIFIC 
STO. IRON PLATES
3 1  £ r  lb .
Based on M fp printed lbs.
RACOUETBALL & TENNIS
139»n
KENNEX
CERAMIC
BLASTER
MARTY HOGAN 
COMPETITION
Optimum Size
3 9 9 9
SALOMON 
SX71
6 9 9 9
WORLD 
PLAYER
ceramic I 
Composite I 
Mid Fram e! 
Last sale 79.991
3 9 9 9
BLOWOUT SKI SALE
NORDICA
$280
OUI m a
2 0 9 » »
ROSSIGNOL
S*SOO
1 1 9 9 9
RAICHLR
$250
ompna
1 7 9 9 9
2 1 9 * *
RIDCR
POWDRR II SHELL
PANT
w ater­
proof
treated
storm
Cloth.
3 way zip 
OH leg, 
elastic 
back 6 zip 
back pocket
2 4 9 9
I to gtoco m tm m . \ ^PRICiS GOOD THRU 1 1 /5 /8 7
Copeland’s Sports
962 Monterey
San Luis O b ls^  54S-566S
Mon-m 9:S0-€, Thuni tfi 9. sat 10-7. sun 10-6
kinko'S
HOUR PHOTO
High Quality Photo Developing Available 
_______ in 1,4 & 24 Hours_____
We process 135,126,110 & D isk Film
kinko's
I HOUR PHOTO
I
ZOa30
Üai
1 
I 
I
9 Santa Rosa
(corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)
549-8979
CHOOSE YOUR COUPON
This coupon entitles you to either
• 2 prints for the price of 1 on 1 & 4 hour processing
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HAVE A SAFE AND SANE HALLOWEEN AT
SOB m jM ^  « U T
At Wm. Randolph's Restaurant
Oct. 29, 30,31
GERRY BEDNOB
'THE TURBAN COWBOY"
One Show Thurs. 9 p.m.
Two Shows Fri. & Sat. 8 & 10p.m.
1/2 price
in co s fu m ^ ,
Tickets $6 at door
Have D inner a t Wm. Randolph s a n d  "The Joke  s on Them !"  
C o m p lim e n to ry  T ic ke ts  A v a ila b le  fo r D in in g  P a tro n s
^^^^^ Thurs. Nights 1/2 Price with valid Cal Poly I.D.
M ake Reservations
____ __ _ i j  Now — 543-3333
1850 Monterey St.« San Luis Obispo
just in...
THE CURRENT STANDINGS:
1st Place.............. Santa Lucia
2nd..............................Sequoia
3rd................................Tenaya
4th..................................Trinity
5th.....................................Muir
6th...............................Fremont
7th..................... Sierra Madre
8th.............................Yosemite
9th.......................... North Mntn.
*Pizza feeds do count.*
~  Fast, Free Delivery
Foothill Area 544-3636 
South SLO 549-9999
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THE TOTAL TACKLE r
Eric Tautolo: frightening on the field, but gentle off
By Marty Neideffer
staff Writer
I n many ways, Cal Poly offen­sive tackle Eric Tautolo epitomizes the football pro 
gram’s struggle the past few 
years.
A redshirt senior, Tautolo has 
suffered through the lean years 
knowing he and his teammates 
possessed the talent necessary to 
be a force in the Western Foot­
ball Conference.
But talent alone does not win 
games, and the Mustangs lacked 
that unifying force needed to 
become winners.
Finally a winner
Until this year, that is. New 
head coach Lyle Setencich and 
his staff have been able to turn 
the vast reservoir of potential 
from a talented team into a win­
ning team.
For Tautolo, a graduate of 
Millikan High School in Long 
Beach, it has been a long time in 
coming.
“ I’ve paid my dues,’’ he said. 
“ Lance Martin, Kevin Emigh 
and I have been here for five
years, most of them very 
frustrating. We deserve this.’’
Tautolo has been the mainstay 
in the offensive line for four 
seasons. He has worked hard to 
make himself one of the best of­
fensive linemen in the conference, 
earning all-WFC honors last 
year.
He is also one of the most 
popular players on the team, 
both among his teammates and
FOOTBALL
fans. The 6-foot-5, 320-pounder of 
Samoan descent is easily the 
most recognizable member of the 
team. In fact, his fellow linemen 
jokingly call him “ Mr. Cal Poly’’ 
because of the attention he gets.
“ If you walk down Farmer’s 
Market with him, it taices about 
three hours to get through,’’ said 
right tackle Robert Staack. “ The 
guy knows everybody.’’
The notoriety has been both a 
blessing and a curse for the 
soft-spoken giant. “ Sometimes 
it’s a pain in the neck,’’ Tautolo 
said. “ But I realize that size 
grabs comments. When people 
see someone this size they figure 
he’s either a football player or a
professional wrestler.’’
Tautolo’s popularity, however, 
doesn’t always center around his 
size or football ability.
“ He’s one of the fellas,’’ said 
center Herb Smith, “ great to be 
around. We always have a good 
time.’’
Looks are deceiving
Off the field, Tautolo is a gen­
tle giant. He describes himself as 
laid back, relaxed and mellow. 
You might say his body doesn’t 
quite fit his personality. The big, 
strong and gruff exterior is an 
inaccurate gauge of his friendly 
personality.
This is not to say Tautalo is a 
sissy. That would be a mistake, 
and for an opponent to think that 
could be downright dangerous.
“ I don’t know what happens to 
him on game day,’’ said Staack. 
“ I don’t know if anyone knows 
what it’s like having a 330- 
pound, pissed-off Samoan coming 
right at you, but believe me, it’s 
not fun.’’
Tautolo’s future looks very 
bright. He has a good chance of 
playing in the NFL, having al­
ready been contacted by scouts
‘But I realize that 
size grabs com­
ments. When people 
see someone 
this size they figure 
he’s either a football 
player or a profes­
sional wrestler.’
— Eric Tautolo
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muttang Dally
from the Dallas Cowboys, Los 
Angeles Raiders and Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers.
Playoff hopes
But for now, the future for 
Tautolo and the Mustangs is 
S a t u r d a y ’s game aga i ns t  
Portland State. The Mustangs’
playoff hopes hinge on winning 
the rest of their games and the 
upcoming contest could be the 
toughest. But after years of los­
ing, this is right where the 
Mustangs want to be.
“ Last year at this time, I just 
wanted the season to get over,’’ 
said Tautolo. “This year it’s 
fun.’’
HALLOWEEN
DON'T MISS DON MAAS:
How to keep kids in the hot seat 
TEACHERS’ SOCIETY TUES NOV 3 
at 6pm BA&E RM113-come to laugh
SKI BUMS
COME RACE FOR POLY'S SKI RACING 
TEAM! TUESDAY,AG201 7:00 COME! 
TRAINING WEEKEND INFO:MEN AND 
WOMEN WELCOME.n o  EXPERIENCE ROD
Society of Wbmen Engineers and 
Composites Club Joint Meeting 
Mon.Nov. 2 Graphic Arts 106 6:30 pm 
Guest Speaker-Hughes Aircraft 
Intro to Composites & Satellite 
Applications
ALL O.H. HALLOWEEN PARTY SAT OCT 
31 ST AT 1496 HIGUERA. O.H. CLUB 
MEMBERS FREE. FUN & FOOD 
PROVIDED. BYO TREATS. COSTUME 
CONTEST.
Carrer Ranning Wbrkshop November 3rd Coun- 
seling Services 546-2511_________________
THE DEADL^E FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE.
WATCH FOR PETER WILKES IN THE 
UU:WED-FRI! HE WILL DISCUSS 
MANY DIFFICULT QUESTIONS!
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
DOUGLAS,
WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT 
TODAY?? THE SHADOW KNOWS! 
HAPPY 2 YEARS!!
I LOVE YOU!
Party Animals!For erotic enter- 
tainment.Kattalena strips772-5809
3RD ANNUAL
ALL PLEDGE 
PARTY
Thurs Nov 5 Camp San Luis 8:00pm
ALPHA SIG WINETASTERS 
THANKS FOR A FANTASTIC TIME
LOVE, AON
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
ALPHA SIGMA
Active and Alumni Celebration 
Sat Nov 14 
for info call 
Karen 549-0806 
30 years of local tradition
HEY ADLER!
Thanks for breakfast!
You’re the coolest 
Little Sister Ever!!
LOVE,
YBB
SAE- TRICK OR TREAT 
Get ready to let 
THE GHOUL TIMES ROLL!
HUGS AND KISSES,
AON
They're here!!!
DELTA CHI
GET INVOLVED NOW!
Call 544-3123. Bar-b-que at Cuesta 
Park Sun 2pm. Meeting Sun 5pm 
Fisher Science 292
WE ARE FAMILY!
Congrats Alice O’Kieffe 
Joanna Banana you’re awesome 
Love Ya Both, Shirley, 'Wanted'
ARE YOU BUF? PROVE IT! ENTER REC 
SPORTS WEIGHTLIFTING CONTEST WED 
NOV 4 7PM IN THE MAIN WEIGHT ROOM 
FEE IS $1.00. CONTEST HAS 8 WEIGHT 
CLASSES. SIGN UP IN REC SPORTS OR 
AT GOLD’S GYM. FOR MORE INFO CALL 
LADEANE RUSTAD 543-9152. PRIZES!!
COSTUME PARTY
Sat Oct 31 with
PUBLIK
NUISANCE
For more info call 543-0283
FROM THE „  r-? 
MUSTANG 
DAILY '
C L A S S I F I E D
HALLOWEEN BASH
When: Fri Oct 30 8-12am 
Where: Pismo Vets Hall 
Live band, door prizes, only $5 
For more info call SLY 96 
Cash Prizes for best costume
MIDNIGHT MOVÌÉ
HELL NIGHT
LINDA
BLAIR
IN PERSON
PRIZES FOR THE BEST COSTUME 
FRI 30 SAT 31 AT THE FREMONT
YOGURT FEED
ENJOY FROZEN YOGURT? THEN JOIN 
THE STYLE CLUB ON NOV 4 FROM 
7-10PM AT THE FROZEN YOGURT 
FARM, LAGUNA LAKE SHOPPING 
CENTER
Lost: Women’s burgandy leather 
wallet in or near El Corral 
bookstore on Wednes. 10-21. Reward 
541-5085
$10-$660 WEEKLY/UP MAILING CIRCU­
LARS RUSH self addressed stamped enve­
lope Dept.AN-7CC-BAI, 9300 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 470 Beverly Hills, CA 90212_________
CHH.D CARE: for ^ r .  old girl MWF 
8 to 10 on campus in Poly Canyon.
$3.50 an hr. Call 543-9612.
W4NTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS 
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128
***FREE***FREE***FREE***
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING 
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED 
BY SO CAL GAS CALL ENERGY 544-4355 
•MICKI & HELEN’_______________________
HAIRCUTS $7.00 THE HAIR DEN 
BARBER SHOP 779 FOOTHILL 
543-1290
IMPORTANT INFO:
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN 
ADVANCE.
MANDOLIN OR GUITAR LESSONS!
18yrs exp. Also performances. 
Call BARRY at 543-4228.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST IBM 
PC, NEAR CAMPUS 543-0550____________
Fast, accurate typing. $5 min, $1.50/page. 
Victoria 541-8493
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,
CALL BONNIE, 543-0520, EVES.
I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call 
Susie. 528-7&)5 Thanks
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL: KAREN 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona), laser printer with 100+ type fonts 
student rates,
9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591
Using Word Processing on Your 
Senior Project Saves Time/Money!! 
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
CORRECTION:
THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE, NOT 
12:00 NOON.
BRECKENRIDGE Co.
Dec 12-19 for only $299 includes: 
Transportation, Lodginq,Liftticket. 
and Much Much more.Spots are going 
FAST
Sign up at the UU from 10-2
Come PLAY with the CAL POLY SKI CLUB
LOGO CONTEST
REC SPORTS NEEDS A FACELIFT! 
ENTER OUR LOGO CONTEST AND 
SHARE YOUR INNOVATIVE CREATIVITY 
WITH THE REC SPORTS STAFF. 
WINNER WILL HAVE THE PRESTIGIOUS 
PRIVILEGE OF HAVING THEIR DESIGN 
UTILIZED ON ALL REC SPORTS 
PROMOTIONAL PIECES. SEE PAT IN 
UU 118 FOR MORE DETAILS.
VW\NT TO HAVE A GOOD TIME WHILE 
GETTING MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE? 
REC SPORTS IS TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR FITNESS AND LIESURE CLASS CO­
ORDINATOR. $5.20 PER HOUR 20 HRS 
PER WEEK. APPLY IN UU 118 BEFORE 
NOVEMBER 4.
CADKEY DISCOUNT PROGRAM 
STUDENTS FACULTY 2D & 3D 
DESIGN SYSTEM V I .4 99.00 V3.01 
495.00 CALL ONSITE 549-8191
MACINTOSH SYSTEM FOR SALE
includes MAC512, ext.400kd.d., 
imagewriter I, security package, 
keyboard and more! $1250/b.o. 
call Scott at 549-0893
FOR SALE ’76 Datsun-510 4-door 
Wagon. Recent paint job,interior, 
body and engine in good condition. 
Smog certificate and '88 registration 
included. CHEAP college 
transportation, $600 O.B.O. 
541-8667 Leave Message.
Wanted used MacllorSE for a reason­
able price. 773-1966 evenings.
WONEN’S BIKINIS AS LOW AS $15.00 A 
PIECE-THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH
MINI-COMPONENT SYSTEM RECEIVER 
TURNTABLE, DUEL-CASSETTE DECK 
SPEAKERS 3MOS OLD $275 VALUE MUST 
SELL $ 165/BO EVES 772-7517 ,
82 HONDA Passport, low miles, $275 185 
HONDA ATC, $650 call 928-7507
Men's 18speed SR Semipro. EXC cond 
23' Extras $195 756-2579/544-8365
1980 DATSUN 310-GX 5-SPEED 
1450.00 541-6706
1 or 2 ml roommates in New Condo 
4 min walk to Poly call 543-2439
1,2,OR3 roommates needed in Dec Close 
walk to Poly. Furnished, pool, laundry $187/ 
mo. 544-3724
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO 
SHARE NEW PINE CREEK CONDO 
FULLY FURNISHED, W<\SHER/DRYER 
543-0893,546-8956,528-6757.
MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN 
CONDO MANY EXTRAS $225/MO 
543-7554
OWN ROOM $233, $200 DEPOSIT 
434 HATHW^Y, ASK FOR TOM 
544-7713
Wanted fern, to share large 1 
bedroom apt w/ pool Near Poly 
546-8038
2BDRM HOUSE for rent in Morro 
Bay 650/mo. Newly remodeled, 
white water view 544-9343
BUYING A HOUSE?For a free list of all the 
affordable houses/condos for sale in SLO, 
including condos near poly, call Steve Nelson 
543- 8370, Farrell Sm^h,inc.leave msg
Condos & Homes for sale infor­
mation packet available on campus 
Call Marguerite C21 541-3432
SAVE THOUSANDS IN YOUR SCHOOL 
COSTS BY OWNING THIS HIGH TECH 
MOBIL HOME MICHAEL 543-6021
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DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Mustang Dally
Poly’s Erin Deitsrs (4) and Darcl Pankhard block Tara Cross.
MID-STATE
ELECTRONICS
Has provided Cal Poly for over 30 years with small 
parts, big parts, batterlds, & every kind of wire or 
cable. In short we carry everything electronic.
1441 Monterey St. SLO 
543-2770
Two seniors 
bid farewell 
in Cal Poly’s 
home finale
Seniors Claudia Hemmersbach 
and Theresa Smith will be saying 
goodbye to Cal Poly fans this 
weekend. But if everything goes 
well, they and the rest of the Cal 
Poly volleyball team may also be 
saying hello to the NCAA 
playoffs.
Cal Poly (14-8 overall, 6-6 in 
the Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association) boosted its playoff
VOLLEYBALL
chances last weekend by sweep­
ing past UC Irvine and Cal State 
Long Beach, and can do even 
more to solidify its position as 
one of the top eight teams in the 
NCAA’s Northwest region by 
winning both of its matches this 
weekend.
The Lady Mustangs will host 
Cal State Fullerton Friday and 
San Diego State Saturday in 
their home finale.
After floundering through the 
early portion of their PCAA 
season, losing six of their first 
eight league matches, the Lady 
Mustangs have climbed back on 
their feet to win their last four.
Head coach Mike Wilton is not 
sure what is responsible for the 
see-saw showing.
“ If I had the answer to that, I 
would bottle it,’’ he said. “ I think 
the kids are working a lot harder 
in practice and they’re taking it 
out on the floor with them.’’
San Diego will be without all- 
American Kris Morton, who left 
school earlier this month citing 
medical reasons.
MUSTANGS
From page
not exactly sure what it was, but 
we’re going to be ready for them. 
We are going to dig in and show 
them a hard football game.’’
Portland has never beaten the 
Mustangs in San Luis Obispo. 
On the Vikings’
Mustang Stadium 
Cal Poly routed 
upstaging present St. 
Cardinals quarterback 
Lomax and the touted 
and-shoot’’ offense of 
Mouse Davis, who moved 
the NFL andUSFL.
The Mustangs’ offense will 
need to regain its early-season 
magic to be successful. Quarter­
back Tom Sullivan is coming off 
his worst game as a Mustang, 
completing only five of 18 passes 
for 87 yards and two intercep­
tions against Sacramento.
Cal Poly still has the No. 1 of­
fense irt the league, though.
first visit to 
in 1978, the 
them, 56-20, 
Louis 
Neil 
“ run- 
coach 
on to
S C H E D U L E
FRIDAY
□  Volleyball vs. Cal State 
Fullerton, 7:30 p.m., Main Gym.
SATURDAY
□  Women’s cross country at 
CCAA meet, 9:30 a.m.. Cal State 
Northrldge.
□  Men’s cross country at CCAA 
meet, 10:30 a.m.. Cal State Nor­
thrldge.
□  Soccer vs. Cal Poly Pomona, 
1 p.m., Pomona.
□  Football vs. Portland State, 2 
p.m.. Mustang Stadium.
□  Volleyball vs. San Diego' 
State, 7:30 p.m.. Main Gym.
WFC standings
W L
Santa Clara.............. ............  3 0
Portland State........ ............  2 0
CAL POLY................ ............  2 1
Cal State Northrldge ............  1 1
Sacramento State... ............  1 2
Southern Utah State. ............  1 3
Cal Lutheran............ ............  0 5
Overall standings
W L
CAL POLY................ ............  6 1
Santa Clara.............. ............  6 1
Portland S tate.......... .......... 6 1
Cal State Northrldge ............  5 2
Southern Utah State. ............  4 4
Sacramento State... ............  3 4
Cal Lutheran............ ............  2 5
averaging 423 yards per game. 
Lance Martin is the conference’s 
fourth-leading receiver with 28 
catches and five touchdowns. 
Allen Survia broke off an 89-yard 
run last weekend for the 
Mustangs’ only touchdown and 
is the main man in the backfield. 
He has gained 603 yards on 114 
carries.
Carey is the team leader in 
tackles with 60. He also has 14.S 
sacks and a blocked punt. 
Defensive back Rene Oliver has 4 
interceptions and has returned 
them for 80 yards.
The Portland offense is led by 
j u n i o r  q u a r t e r b a c k  Chr i s  
Crawford. Using a short passing 
game, he has completed 65 per­
cent of his passes for nine 
touchdowns.
Crawford has two outstanding 
receivers. Tight end Barry Naone 
has caught 39 passes for 382 
yards and, while Tim Corrigan 
has pulled in 24 passes for 440 
yards.
Smurf running back Curtis 
Delgardo has run for 735 yards 
and averages seven yards per 
carry. The 5-6, 168-pound soph­
omore runs the 40-yard dash in 
4.45 seconds.
(political advertisement)*Why should you CARE?*
-The person who votes early In adulthood is a winner. It ’s vour power I 
-The city government Is among the campus’ most important potential allies.
-H we don’t help the world In small ways, how will the big problems be overcome?
*So, why choose MAXWELL?*
-Audiophile Attitude will help bring a fresh view In resolving ’’noise” conflict between student 
body and other citizens.
-Non-political background sends signal to government that regular people 
want their desires and Inputs felt.
-Skills In m enM health and medical fields brings caring leadership to aid the people and their 
service organisations.
-James Is coordinating efforts now between Mayor Dunin, Poly, and SLO to stop criminal 
assaults on women and their loved ones.
We've gotten their attention, now iet's win ! viewing history as a path, not a 
J A M E S  M A X W E L L  pendulum.
S L O  C IT Y  C O U N C IL
Paid for by the Maxwell Campaign. 3860 S. Higuera, SLO, CA 93401 
Rose Loranzo. Treasurer
7TH ANNUAL
M A LO N EY 'S  
G Y M  . . .
HALLOWEEN PARTY!
FR ID A Y , O CTO BER 30
8«Hn D AA • COSTUME CONTEST • UU r . lY l .  . live  MUSIC BY
FX
CALL F O R  D E T A IL S
/
SPECIAL
4 D A YS O N L Y
FRIDA Y, SA TURD A Y, 5UNDA Y S  MON DA Y
gÉL.. . »59 NEWMEMBERSM O N T H S  mm m
ENDS N O V EM B ER  2nd!
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO SA VE!
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